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Russian armoured personnel carriers in Wunsdorf, Germany, awalting reduction in accord
ance with CFE provisions (the fiag decal is courtesy of a zealous Canadian inspector).

address NATO's conceris about the num-
ber of inspections that Cooperation Part-
ners have conducted among themselves.
Such inspections reduce the number of in-
spections that can be conducted by NATO
allies. The VCC proposed that Coopera-
tion Partners meet their security conceins
by participating in inspections led by
NATO members (who would be responsi-
ble under NATO rules for costs once the
inspector joins the team). The VCC
agreed to open a number of NATO inspec-
tion teams to inspectors from Cooperation
Partners. As a result, more than 40 joint
multilateral reduction inspection teams
were formed and inspected TLE reduction
events. In addition, about 25 joint multilat-
eral teams conducted inspections to verify
holdings of TLE. However, some Coop-
eration Partners have noted that the cost of
transporting a single inspector by air to
join a NATO team can sometimes exceed
the cost of sending an entire nine-member
inspection team by ground transportation
to inspect a neighbouring Cooperation
Partner. Issues such as these remain under
consideration during NATO discussions
with Cooperation Partners.

to account collectively for the total reduc-
tion liability of the former USSR. This ob-
ligation arises from an agreement reached
by CFE States Parties in Oslo on June 5,
1992, designed to adapt CFE provisions to
the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The
complexity.of the accounting has been
compounded by the failure of two succes-

sor states - Armenia and Azerbaijan -
to notify reduction liabilities, and by dif-
ferences of interpretation in how Russia
and Ukraine calculate reduction liabilities
for TLE held by coastal defence and naval
infantry units.

For their part, Russia and Ukraine have
raised another issue. Both have indicated
dissatisfaction with the application of CFE
rules that constrain their ability to deploy
TLE anywhere on their national territo-
ries. These rules are the consequence of
how CFE was designed to prevent States
Parties from concentrating excessive lev-
els of conventional forces on the flanks of
the European theatre. For NATO, this in-
cludes Norway, Turkey and Greece. Other
flank states include Bulgaria, Romania,
Moldova, Armenia, Azerbaijan and Geor-
gia. In the case of Russia and Ukraine, por-
tions of their territories are successors to
areas of the Soviet Union to which the
flank rules applied.

The flank rules make a key contribution
towards establishing a secure and stable
balance of conventional forces in Europe.
However, all States Parties have the right
to propose that consideration be given to
possible modifications of CFE. Fortu-
nately, CFE created a body - the Joint
Consultative Group (JCG) - within
which Treaty-related issues can be dis-
cussed. The JCG can be expected to exam-
ine the flank issue over the next few
months, as well as the reduction liabilities
of the Soviet successor states. M
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